Wipes & Cleaners
Employers shall provide handwashing facilities that are readily
accessible to employees and must ensure that employees
wash their hands immediately or as soon as feasible after
removal of gloves or other personal protective equipment.
Visit www.osha.gov for complete details and regulation requirements.

WYPALL* X80 Wipers
HYDROKNIT* fast-absorbing material
absorbs more oil and water (pound for pound)
than rental shop towels. Ideal for heavy
wiping, prepping many work surfaces
with solvents, wiping up metal shavings
and cleaning through surfaces. BRAG* Box
packaging replaces 25 lbs. of rags and
dispenses one at a time to reduce waste. Blue.
Item # Order # DESCRIPTION

41041

15401041 BRAG* Box, 160/Bx

41041

Sizes

UOM

12.5" x 16.8"

Ea

WYPALL* L30 Wipers
Ideal for general-purpose, light-duty cleanups. Removes soils and liquid from face and hands. White.
Item #

Order #

DESCRIPTION

05812

15405812

Wipers, 1/4 Fold, 90/Pk

Sizes

UOM

12.5" x 12"

12/Cs

05812

WYPALL* X60 Wipers
X60 Wipers bring the absorbing power of HYDROKNIT* material technology to a lighter-weight wiper.
Tough enough for big jobs, soft enough for face and hands. White.
Item #

Order #

DESCRIPTION

34015

15404015

BRAG* Box, 180/Bx

Sizes

UOM

12.5" x 16.8"

Ea

34015
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WYPALL* Waterless Cleaning Wipes
Natural solvents cut through grease, grime and oil while soothing
ingredients aid in moisturizing the skin. The ideal pre-saturated cleaner
for on-the-go cleaning of hands, tools, parts and non-porous work
surfaces. Orange citrus fragrance. Green. 6/Case.
Item #

91371

Order #

DESCRIPTION

154013711

Waterless
Cleaning
9.5" x 12"
Wipes, 75/bucket

Sizes

UOM

Ea

91371

SCOTT® Shop Towels
Super strong towels absorb liquids, oils and grease, even when wet. Ideal for
changing oil, refilling fluids and general auto maintenance. Blue.

75190

Item #

Order # DESCRIPTION

Sizes

UOM

75130

15405130 Shop Towels on a Roll, 55/Rl

11" x 10.4"

30 Rl/Cs

75190

15405190 Shop Towels in a Box, 200/Bx

10" x 13"

8 Bx/Cs

75130

SCOTT® Rags in a Box
Soft, absorbent towels that perform like a cloth. Multi-purpose for thousands of projects. POP-UP* Box
with built-in handle allows you to take the product to the job while keeping towels clean. Ideal for
painting, wiping up spills, staining and refinishing furniture. White.
Item #

Order #

DESCRIPTION

Sizes

UOM

75260

15405260

Rags, 200/Bx

10" x 13"

8 Bx/Cs

75260

♦ Non-stock item. Minimum quantity may apply.
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GOJO® Scrubbing Wipes
Durable, dual-textured material pre-moistened with heavy-duty
cleaning solution. No water needed. White.
Item #

6396-06
6398-02

Order #

DESCRIPTION

35406396

Canister,
72-count

Sizes

UOM

10 1/2" x 12 1/4" 6/Cs

35406398

Bucket,
170-count

10 1/2" x 12 1/4" 2/Cs

6396-06

GOJO® NATURAL* ORANGE™
Pumice Hand Cleaners
Quick-acting lotion formula with pumice scrubbing particles for
cleaning a broad range of industrial soils, dirt and grease. Orange
citrus scent. 1 Gallon. 4/Case.
*Natural citrus ingredient.
Item #

Order #

DESCRIPTION

UOM

0955-04

35400054

Pumice hand cleaner
w/ pump dispenser

4/Cs

0955-04

Turn to
page 98 for
Hand Protection products

GOJO® Cherry Gel Pumice
Hand Cleaner
Gel-style heavy-duty hand cleaner with pumice scrubbers quickly
cleans heavy dirt, grease and oil. PH balanced to promote skin
comfort. Provides a quick, easy and complete rinse and leaves
skin feeling refreshed. Pleasant cherry fragrance eliminates soil
odors and leaves hands smelling clean. VOC and NPE free. 1 Gallon.
Item #

Order #

DESCRIPTION

2358-02

35402358

Pumice hand cleaner,
2/Cs
pump bottle w/ dispenser

UOM

2358-02
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Dermal Exposure
Skin exposure to chemicals in the workplace is a significant problem in the US. Both the number of cases and the rate of skin disease
in the US exceed recordable respiratory illnesses. Many studies indicate that absorption of chemicals through the skin can occur
without being noticed by the worker. In many cases, skin is a more significant route of exposure than the lungs. This is particularly true
for non-volatile chemicals which are relatively toxic and which remain on work surfaces for long periods of time. The number of
occupational illnesses caused by skin absorption of chemicals is not known. However, it is argued that an estimated 60,000 deaths
and 860,000 occupational illnesses per year in the US are attributed to occupational exposure; a relatively small percentage caused
by skin exposure would represent a significant health risk.
Dermal exposures are addressed in specific OSHA standards for the general industry, shipyard employment, marine terminals,
the construction industry, and identification, classification, and regulation of carcinogens.
For complete information on Dermal Protection requirements go to www.osha.gov.

PURELL® Advanced Instant Hand Sanitizer
Kills 99.99% of most common germs in as little as 15 seconds without water or towels. Specially
formulated moisturizers leave hands feeling soft and refreshed.
Item #

Order #

9652-12 35405212
9625-04 35409625

DESCRIPTION

PURELL Advanced Instant Hand Sanitizer,
pump bottle
PURELL Advanced Instant Hand Sanitizer,
pump bottle

Sizes

UOM

8 oz.

12/Cs

2L

4/Cs

9652-12

9625-04

PURELL® LTX-12™ Dispenser
High-capacity, 1,200 mL dispenser ideal for high traffic areas with reliable,
touch-free dispensing. GOJO ® Smart Electronics technology minimizes energy use
per actuation, eliminating need to change batteries over the life of the system in
most installations. Large sight window, skylight and clear refill bottles make it easy
to check fill status. Controlled Collapse refills hold their shape as they empty for a
more attractive appearance. Easily converts to locking dispenser. Removable pump
makes recycling easy. SANITARY SEALED™ refills made of durable, recyclable
PET material, using 30% less plastic than rigid HDPE bottles. White. Lifetime
Performance Guarantee; including batteries. Fully ADA compliant. White.
1920-04

1905-02

Item #

Order #

DESCRIPTION

♦ 1920-04 35401920 LTX-12 dispenser
♦ 1905-02 35401906

PURELL Advanced Instant Hand
Sanitizer Foam

Sizes

UOM

1,200 mL 4/Cs
1,200 mL 2/Cs

PURELL® Sanitizing Wipes
Textured, non-linting, durable wipes for cleaning. Sanitize
hands while wiping away light soils and dirt. Kills 99.99%
of most common germs. Convenient and easy-to-use.
Item #

Order #

DESCRIPTION

9113-06

35409116

Sanitizing wipes,
270-count canister

UOM

6 Ea/Cs

9113-06

♦ Non-stock item. Minimum quantity may apply.
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